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FROM MINE TO METAL 
COMMERCE RESOURCES TO COLLABORATE WITH THE 
FIRST RARE EARTH PROCESSING FACILITY IN CANADA

Today, Commerce Resources Corp. 
announced the signing of a Letter of 
Intent with the Saskatchewan Research 
Council (SRC) to deliver amounts of the 
Mixed Rare Earth Carbonate (MREC) 
produced from the Ashram Rare Earth 
and Fluorspar Deposit to SRC‘s Rare Earth 
Processing Facility in Saskatoon. 

According to today‘s news-release: 
“The intention of this collaboration is to 
complete the first full rare earth element 
supply chain in Canada from mine 
to metal. SRC is constructing North 
America’s first fully integrated Rare Earth 
Processing Facility, spanning the stages 
from minerals to metals.“

Which will come first in Canada, the mine or the facility to process rare earths? 
Although there‘s no active rare earths mine in Canada at the moment, a commercial 
minerals-to-metals processing plant for demonstration purposes is being built by 
the Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC), an agency of the provincial government. 
SRC‘s President and CEO, Mike Crabtree, sees this “chicken-and-egg situation“ 
clearly in favor of building first the front-end to then give “nascent mine operations 
off-take agreements“ and “a route to market rather than having to sell that product 
to China“. MP Materials Corp. is producing such a product, a mineral concentrate, 
from its Mountain Pass Mine in California, but has to ship it to processors in China 
as there is no adequate facility in North America yet to produce the higher value 
rare earth metals. MP Materials is currently building its own processing plant in 
the United States, but SRC‘s facility will likely be first to come online, slated to be 
operational in late 2024. As SRC is not a mining company, it is already looking for 
adequate sources to feed its Rare Earth Processing Facility.

Grand Opening: Canada’s first proprietary solvent extraction cell technology for REE 
processing was presented by the Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC) in May 2023. 
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The news-release also mentioned that 
“The Facility is expected to be fully 
operational in late 2024 and has already 
demonstrated each individual stage 
including NdPr metal ingots.“

Commerce Resources‘ President and 
CEO, Chris Grove, commented: “We 
are pleased to sign this letter of intent 
with SRC, who is positioned to become 
the first commercial REE processor in 
Canada. We are happy to provide, once 
in production, amounts of our Mixed 
Rare Earth Carbonate concentrate 
from our Ashram Deposit to SRC in 
Saskatchewan.” 

About the Saskatchewan Research 
Council: SRC is Canada’s second largest 
research and technology organization. 
With nearly 350 employees, $232 million 
in annual revenue and more than 75 
years of experience, SRC provides 
services and products to its 1,600 clients 
in 22 countries around the world. For 
more information, go to www.src.sk.ca.

About the Ashram Deposit: The Ashram 
Deposit ranks as one of the largest REE 
(and fluorspar) deposits globally, con-
sisting of a monazite dominated (i.e., 
strong NdPr), single mineralized body 
outcropping at surface, and has a drill 
delineated footprint of over 700 m along 
strike, 300 m across, and 600 m deep, and 
remains open at depth. The deposit hosts 
a measured resource of 1.6 million tonnes 
(Mt) at 1.77% rare earth oxide (REO) and 
3.8% F, an indicated resource of 27.7 Mt 
at 1.90% REO and 2.9% F, and an inferred 
resource of 219.8 Mt at 1.88% REO and 
2.2% F, at a cut-off grade of 1.25% REO 
(Effective Date July 5th, 2012). Note, mine-
ral resources are not mineral reserves as 
they do not have demonstrated econo-
mic viability. There is no certainty that all 
or any part of the Mineral Resources will 
be converted into Mineral Reserves.

NI 43-101 Disclosure: Darren L. Smith, 
M.Sc., P.Geo., Dahrouge Geological 
Consulting Ltd., a Permit holder with the 
Ordre des Géologues du Québec and 
‘Qualified Person’ as defined in National 
Instrument 43-101 – Standards of Disclo-
sure for Mineral Projects, supervised the 
preparation of the technical information 
in this news release.
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“SRC, an agency of the Saskatchewan Government, has been working on rare earth 
elements for over 15 years, establishing them as pioneers in the field. Crabtree 
praised SRC‘s efficiency in developing and commissioning solvent extraction cells 
within five years. This accomplishment, made possible by the dedicated efforts 
of their staff, positions SRC as one of the leading authorities in Canada and North 
America. With the fifth-largest reserves in the world, Canada is poised to play a vital 
role in the global rare earth elements industry, making it a significant player in the 
21st-century global economy, according to Crabtree. He compared the importance 
of rare earth elements to that of oil and gas in previous years, highlighting the 
opportunity for Canada to supply value-added products... Currently, under cons-
truction SRC‘s fully integrated, commercial demonstration Rare Earth Processing 
Facility in North America is expected to be fully operational by late 2024. The faci-
lity will incorporate hydrometallurgy, separation, and metal smelting stages, soli-
difying Saskatchewan‘s status as a cutting-edge rare earth element hub.“ (Source)

https://www.src.sk.ca/
https://www.src.sk.ca/
https://www.src.sk.ca/blog/designing-solvent-extraction-cells-rare-earth-element-supply-chain
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Excerpts from “Building the Rare Earth 
Element Supply Chain: Challenges and 
Opportunities“ (SRC in August 2022):

“The rare earth element (REE) market 
has experienced impressive and 
unprecedented growth over the past 
couple years, and it is expected to 
continue that growth in the coming 
few years. There are many reasons for 
this growth including a move toward 
electric vehicle adoption, net zero goals 
at both domestic and international 
levels and a secured supply of REEs 
that is no longer dependent on foreign 
sources. SRC hopes to be a contributing 
factor in this continued industry growth 
as it builds its Rare Earth Processing 
Facility and REE hub... For the REE 
industry, the key to success will come 
from the development and security of 
its own independent supply chains.

“[With] the massive demand required 
in the coming years, many [...] REE 
mines will need to begin production 
in order to meet the need and 
create a secure supply beginning 
from the upstream portion of the 
supply chain... The annual demand 
for rare-earth metals is projected to 
at least double by 2030, creating both 
enormous pressure and opportunity for 
global production.

“In Canada, SRC’s Facility is playing a 
leading role in addressing some of the 
issues in the supply chain, providing 
rare earth producers with a potential 
route to market and completing 
the important mid-stream piece 
of the supply chain by completing 
concentration and separation at the 
early stage of project development 
– a previous place of bottleneck for 
industry within the supply chain. 

“SRC’s Facility is currently being 
completed in two phases. The first, 
which includes a Monazite Processing 
Unit, will process the ore and produce 
mixed rare earth, and be operational 
in early 2023. The second phase, which 
includes a Separation Unit and a Metals 
Unit that will produce rare earth metals, 
a key ingredient used to manufacture 
permanent magnets. These will be 
operational in early 2024.“
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“The Saskatchewan Research Council Rare Earth Processing Facility is going to be 
a catalystfor the growth of this industry sector. There are a lot of opportunities for 
collaborations in terms of the expansion of the existing facility...“ (Dr. Muhammad 
Imran, Vice-President of SRC’s Rare Earth Element Division, in October 2022)

“The processing facility, once up and running, will process minerals mined in 
Saskatchewan, other places in Canada and across North America.“ (Mike Crabtree, 
SRC‘s President and CEO, in May 2023)

“Monazite is a source of mainly so called “light” REEs (especially cerium, lanthanum, 
praseodymium, neodymium) which are some of the critical elements for the 
permanent magnets used in clean technologies. SRC will work with the mining 
industry to secure this feed stock from across Saskatchewan, Canada and 
internationally.“ (Source: SRC)
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“With its world-leading REE 
expertise, SRC is already working 
with industrial partners to develop 
company-specific REE concentration 
facilities in Saskatchewan, which 
is the precursor process to full REE 
processing. This Facility will allow 
for an environmentally sustainable, 
reliable, and strategic supply of REEs to 
be produced outside of China.” 
(Mike Crabtree, SRC‘s President and CEO) 

”The Saskatchewan Research Council 
(SRC) is taking rare earth mineral proces-
sing to the next level. The organization 
is manufacturing 140 commercial-scale 
solvent extraction cells at it’s Saska-
toon fabrication facility, which should 
be done by this fall. The cells separate 
the ores by taking a liquid called rare 
earth chloride through a process that 
then separates them into individual or 
grouped rare earth oxides. President 
and CEO of the Research Council Mike 
Crabtree says these extraction cells will 
be used at SRC’s Rare Earth Processing 
Facility, which is under construction 
and is expected to be complete by late 
next year. “The cells are about the size 
of an SUV... they look like water tanks, 
but they have complex internals that are 
designed to progressively separate these 
rare earths,” Crabtree said. “They will be 
located at our 51st Street facility as part 
of the wider and larger rare earth facility 
that we’re building. They will have their 
own 40-thousand square foot building... 
and if you want put this as an analogy in 
terms of an oil and gas refinery, they are 
the central part of the Rare Earth Refi-
nery.” [...] Once everything is completed, 
Crabtree says it will be the first facility 
of its kind in Canada “and likely to be 
the first facility of its kind operational in 
North America as a fully integrated rare 
earth facility.” He noted “two or three” 
similar facilities are being built in the U.S., 
but believes theirs will be the first to be 
operational. Crabtree adds the potential 
economic benefit is there, as the value 
of processed rare earths can go up to 
$200-thousand per ton, compared to 
$10-thousand per ton if it was mined and 
exported. “There is 10 to 20 times uplift 
in value if we as Canadians not only mine 
these rare earths but process them and 
refine them for domestic and export 
sale.” (620 CKRM on May 26, 2023)
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“On May 25, SRC celebrated the grand opening of its solvent extraction fabrication 
facility. This facility is a milestone in the construction of SRC’s Rare Earth Processing 
Facility, which requires 140 cells to separate rare earths into valuable individual rare 
earth oxides. These proprietary cells are being designed with artificial intelligence 
automation, which will increase productivity and help to kick start Canada’s rare 
earth supply chain. With this, SRC is now one of only a handful of jurisdictions 
worldwide with the capability to design and manufacture solvent extraction cells 
for REE processing.“ (Source: SRC)

“SRC has opened a fabrication facility in Saskatoon to manufacture the cells for the 
under construction rare earth processing facility.“ (Source)

https://www.src.sk.ca/campaigns/rare-earth-processing-facility
+http://imformed.com/fluorspar-markets-the-cold-the-hot-the-energetic/
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https://mailchi.mp/src/ree-update-may23
https://www.mining-technology.com/news/src-extraction-rare-earth-processing/
https://www.sasktoday.ca/highlights/rare-earth-market-expected-to-stabilize-with-canadas-entry-7060325


”The facility has been designed to 
process about 3,000 tonnes of monazite 
concentrate into 1,600 tonnes of REEs 
annually, of which 400 tonnes will be a 
neodymium praseodymium (NdPr) alloy. 
The facility will also produce REEs that 
can be used in the defence industry.  
“We’re calling this a research demons-
tration and commercialization plant,” 
Crabtree said. “A full-scale plant might 
be 10,000 tonnes.” Even at a third of the 
scale of a full-size plant, Crabtree said 
400 tonnes of NdPr alloy is enough to 
provide material for half a million electric 
vehicles. The midstream facility will be 
sourcing monazite mainly from Brazil, 
but SRC is looking at Europe, Africa 
and Southeast Asia as other sources of 
monazite. Currently, there are no com-
mercially operating rare earths mining 
projects in Canada for either monazite 
or bastnaesite, two major minerals used 
to produce rare earth metals. “We took 
the opportunity to build that midstream 
ahead of the upstream mining sector,” 
Crabtree said. “It’s a little like that chi-
cken and the egg story; which do you 
do first? Do you put the mines in place, 
or the ability to process the ore? We’ve 
chosen the ability to process so that 
when Canadian mines come online, 
they will have a route to market for 
their product, other than just selling 
the ore on the international market.” 
The SRC also hopes to stimulate a rare 
earth supply chain in Canada. “If our only 
ambition is to mine the rare earths, we 
might make $10,000 a tonne exporting 
to the rest of the world,” he continued. 
“If we take it through the midstream 
process, the value goes up exponentially. 
For example, NdPr alloys can range from 
about $90,000 to $200,000 a tonne... 
Crabtree said representatives from over 
40 countries have visited the facility in 
the last six months. “We have received 
incredible interest both domestically 
within Saskatchewan and Canada, and 
globally,” he added. “We are in detailed 
discussions with a significant number of 
companies at the moment about both 
the provision of various raw materials 
to the plant, but also for offtake of the 
products.” Although the facility is still in 
development, the potential for expan-
sion is already being considered for 
the next two to three years. Crabtree 
explained expansion could be handled 

on two fronts, increasing the capacity to a 
full-commercial level of 12,000 tonnes of 
monazite processed annually and exten-
ding the midstream further down to start 

producing magnets. “This is the begin-
ning of a really, really important sector for 
the Canadian economy,” said Crabtree.” 
(Source: CIM Magazine on June 2, 2023)
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“SRC is manufacturing 140 of these cells at the fabrication facility by fall 2023. The 
cells will be the main component in the rare earth processing facility’s separation 
unit. The cells take mixed rare earth chloride, a liquid mixture which includes all 17 
rare earth elements, through a process that separates them into individual or grou-
ped rare earth oxides. When separated, rare earth elements are highly valuable 
and are usedin a variety of modern technological end-uses including cell phones, 
electric vehicles and wind turbines, along with more strategic uses including for 
the defense industry... SRC is constructing North America’s first fully integrated, 
commercial, demonstration rare earth processing facility with hydrometallurgy, 
separation and metal smelting stages, which is expected to be fully operational in 
late 2024.“ (Source: Mining.com on May 25, 2023)

“The REE facility is actually three separate facilities sitting adjacent to each other. 
The first building contains the Monazite Processing Unit, which will process ore to 
produce a specific type of mineral containing mixed rare earths. Production then 
shifts to the second facility, the Solvent Extraction Unit that separates out the high 
value elements used in production of permanent magnets. The resulting material 
then goes to a third building that houses the Metals Smelting Unit, which converts 
the separate oxides into metal ingots.“ (Source:: ThinkSask.ca on June 23, 2023)

https://magazine.cim.org/en/news/2023/src-manufactures-first-solvent-extraction-cells-for-rare-earth-processing-en/
https://www.mining.com/saskatchewan-research-council-manufactures-canadas-first-solvent-extraction-cell-tech-for-ree-processing/
https://www.mining.com/saskatchewan-research-council-manufactures-canadas-first-solvent-extraction-cell-tech-for-ree-processing/
https://www.src.sk.ca/
https://thinksask.ca/news/saskatchewan-at-the-forefront-of-rare-earth-elements
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“The conversion of REE ore to individual 
REE products is done in two main 
stages. The first is the concentration of 
ore to mixed REE product. The second 
is the more complex separation stage 
that converts the mixed REE product to 
commercial pure-grade individual rare 
earth oxides. The Facility will address 
both stages of REE processing. Canada 
has some of the largest known reserves 
(measured) and resources (indicated) of 
REEs in the world, estimated at over 14 
million tonnes of rare earth oxides (2021). 
REEs are used in a variety of industrial 
applications, including electronics, clean 
energy, aerospace, automotive and 
defence.” (Source: SRC)

”The processing facility will produce high-value REEs and magnet 
metals using REE minerals. It is expected to be the first fully integrated, 
commercial demonstration rare earth processing facility in North 
America. The facility will have hydrometallurgy, separation and metal 
smelting capabilities... Minister Responsible for SRC Jeremy Harrison 
said: “The design, fabrication and automation of these solvent extraction 
cells right here in Saskatchewan is helping to develop an innovative and 
secure rare earth element supply chain in North America.” The solvent 
extraction cells will be installed in the separation unit of the rare earth 
processing facility. The cells are used to perform the separation of mixed 
rare earth chloride, a liquid mixture that contains all 17 elements of the 
rare earths group. The mixture is separated into individual or grouped 
rare earth oxides.” (Source: Mining Technology on May 26, 2023)

In August 2022, the SRC pre-
sented the first REE metal ingots 
made in Canada during a test 
run of its Metals Smelting Unit.

https://www.src.sk.ca/campaigns/rare-earth-processing-facility
https://www.src.sk.ca/blog/how-src-using-metal-smelting-rare-earths
https://industrywestmagazine.com/features/saskatchewan-the-next-big-producer-of-rare-earth-elements/
https://www.src.sk.ca/campaigns/rare-earth-processing-facility
https://www.src.sk.ca/campaigns/rare-earth-processing-facility
https://www.mining-technology.com/news/src-extraction-rare-earth-processing/


“REEs are a group of 17 minerals that 
aren’t exactly rare but are difficult to 
obtain in high enough concentrations. 
REEs can be recovered from monazite – 
a material rich in phosphate and other 
minerals that can be found in either 
sand or hard rock. To separate the REEs, 
the monazite must go through several 
stages of processing and purification. 
SRC’s Rare Earth Processing Facility con-
sists of three crucial units: the Monazite 
Processing Unit, the Separation Unit 
and the Metal Smelting Unit. “Rare 
earths are not really different from other 
mining sectors when you look at the raw 
material,” says Dr. Imran [Vice-President 
of SRC’s Rare Earth Element Division]. 
“REEs are separated from impurities 
in the Monazite Processing Unit. Once 
that process is complete, the rare earths 
need to be separated from each other 
and that’s where the Solvent Extraction 
Unit comes in.” Solvent extraction is a 
necessary step that makes REEs more 
valuable. Once this stage is complete, 
the separated rare earths can be con-
verted into metal in the Metal Smelting 
Unit. At SRC’s Facility, solvent extraction 
will separate the rare earths into three 
mixtures: medium/heavy REEs, lantha-
num/cerium carbonate and a neody-
mium/praseodymium mixture, which 
then undergo further processing in the 
Metal Smelting Unit.“ (Source: SRC)

“In August 2022, SRC announced that 
it produced the first rare earth metal 
ingots in Canadian history at its under 
construction Rare Earth Processing 
Facility using metal smelting tech-
nology. To date, 100 kg of NdPr (75% 
neodymium, 25% praseodymium) metal 
ingots have been produced. The Facility 
is the first of its kind in North America 
and includes three key stages of the 
REE midstream supply chain: concent-
ration, separation and metal smelting.  
The Facility is on track to be commis-
sioned and fully operational in 2024... 
The metal smelting process is not new 
and has been known for hundreds of 
years. However, there are currently no 
commercial-scale REE metal production 
options in North America. China has 
dominated this market since the 1990s, 
driven largely by two factors: low prices 
and state-backed investment in infra-
structure and technology. SRC is looking 

to change that with the skills, expertise 
and knowledge it has gained over the 
years from both literature and hands-on 

experience through its research and 
development work in REEs and other 
industries.“ (Source: SRC)
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”Metal smelting is a technology that falls under the pyrometallurgy umbrella of 
extractive metallurgies. Extractive metallurgy is the name for a group of technologies 
that extract the desired metals from mineral concentrates. There are two types of 
extractive metallurgies: hydrometallurgy and pyrometallurgy. As the names suggest, 
hydrometallurgy is where solution chemical reagents such as acid or cyanide are 
used to extract metals from mineral concentrates into a solution where they then 
move into downstream processes like precipitation or electrowinning that pull the 
“metals-in-solution” (or metal ions in solution) out into solid metallic form. Pyromet-
allurgy describes processes that use heat in the presence of other chemical agents to 
enable metals in mineral concentrates to be both extracted from the concentrate and 
converted to metals. It generally includes processes like calcining (thermal decompo-
sition of a material), roasting (most commonly using heat and oxygen to oxidize sul-
phidic ore to oxides for further hydrometallurgical treatment), smelting and refining. 
Smelting and refining both involve thermal reactions with molten phases. Smelting 
is different from melting – melting is the process of liquefying a solid substance by 
heating, like butter in a hot pan. Smelting is the process by which a metal is obtained 
at temperatures beyond the melting point and therefore includes both the melting 
of ore and the extraction of metals from ores in their purest form... Refining generally 
refers to processes that take a smelted “product” and further purify and separate the 
metals in it. Both the smelting and refining of mineral concentrates have two outputs 
from their processes: purified metals and waste slag... SRC’s metal smelting operation 
aims to have the highest safety standards, to be energy efficient, and to achieve con-
sistent product quality control and as much automation, as possible.” (Source: SRC) 
”To minimize the risk for the environment, the plant will be designed to have zero 
liquid discharge, which means that there will be no solution waste streams that are 
released into the environment.” (Source: SRC)

”Metals ingots, a rare earth metal, are the key ingredient used to manufacture 
permanent magnets which are used in electric vehicles, wind turbines, electronics, 
etc... “SRC is proud to be a world leader in rare earth element processing and sep-
aration technologies and now to be able to add metal processing to that list, is an 
incredible accomplishment,” SRC President and CEO Mike Crabtree said. “The pro-
duction of rare earth metal is a very important, strategic step for the Facility, for 
Saskatchewan and in establishing a rare earth supply chain in Canada.” The fully 
integrated, three-stage Rare Earth Processing Facility will be the first-of-its-kind 
in North America and will be producing REE products for sale in the international 
market in 2024...” (Source: Saskatchewan.ca in August 2022)

https://www.src.sk.ca/blog/designing-solvent-extraction-cells-rare-earth-element-supply-chain
https://www.src.sk.ca/blog/how-src-using-metal-smelting-rare-earths
https://www.src.sk.ca/blog/how-src-using-metal-smelting-rare-earths
https://www.src.sk.ca/blog/how-src-using-metal-smelting-rare-earths
https://www.src.sk.ca/blog/new-rare-earth-processing-facility-saskatchewan-secure-north-american-supply-chain
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/news-and-media/2022/august/26/src-achieves-a-significant-milestone-in-advancing-canadas-rare-earth-element-supply-chain
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”Most of the world has been dependent on foreign sources of critical materials 
for many decades. This import dependence can be a concern because it puts supply 
chains and material users at risk. With the evolution in both the auto and energy indus-
tries, hydrocarbon demand is diminishing and REE demand is increasing. The secure 
supply of rare earth elements and the resiliency of their supply chains are essential to 
meeting this demand. The REE supply chain is complex and poses many challenges 
to develop because there are many individual stages of the full REE production chain 
including mining, beneficiation, hydrometallurgy, separation, metal alloys, magnets, 
original equipment manufacturers (OEM) and finally end use.” (Source: SRC)
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DISCLAIMER AND 
INFORMATION ON FORWARD 
LOOKING STATEMENTS

Rockstone Research, Zimtu Capital Corp. 
(“Zimtu“) and Commerce Resources Corp. 
(“Commerce“) caution investors that any for-
ward-looking information provided herein is 
not a guarantee of future results or perfor-
mance, and that actual results may differ ma-
terially from those in forward-looking infor-
mation as a result of various factors. The 
reader is referred to the Commerce ś public 
filings for a more complete discussion of 
such risk factors and their potential effects 
which may be accessed through their docu-
ments filed on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. 
According to Commerce‘s news-release: 
“This news release contains forward-looking 
statements, which includes any information 
about activities, events or developments 
that the Company believes, expects or antici-
pates will or may occur in the future. Forward 
looking statements in this news release in-
clude that we expect to complete a prefeasi-
bility study for the Ashram Project, that an 
open-pit shell is planned for the Ashram Pro-
ject; that the Ashram Deposit has the poten-
tial to be a long-term supplier to the met-
spar and acid-spar markets; and that the 
Company is positioning to be one of the lo-
west cost rare earth producers globally. The-
se forward-looking statements are subject 
to a variety of risks and uncertainties and 
other factors that could cause actual events 
or results to differ materially from those pro-
jected in the forward-looking information. 
Risks that could change or prevent these sta-
tements from coming to fruition include: 
that we may not be able to fully finance any 
additional exploration on the Ashram Pro-
ject; that even if we are able raise capital, 
costs for exploration activities may increase 
such that we may not have sufficient funds 
to pay for such exploration or processing ac-
tivities; the timing and content of any future 
work programs; geological interpretations 
based on drilling that may change with more 
detailed information; potential process me-
thods and mineral recoveries assumptions 
based on limited test work and by compari-
son to what are considered analogous depo-
sits that, with further test work, may not be 
comparable; testing of our process may not 
prove successful and even if such tests are 
successful, the economic and other outco-
mes may not be as expected; the availability 
of labour and equipment to undertake fu-

ture exploration work and testing activities; 
the required permits to build and operate 
the envisaged open-pit shell may not be ob-
tained in a timely or cost-effective manner, 
or at all; and despite the current expected 
viability of the Ashram Project, conditions 
changing such that even if metals or mine-
rals are discovered on the Ashram Project, 
the project may not be commercially viable; 
The forward-looking statements contained 
in this news release are made as of the date 
hereof and the Company assumes no res-
ponsibility to update or revise such informa-
tion to reflect new events or circumstances, 
except as required by law.“ All statements in 
this report, other than statements of his-
torical fact should be considered for-
ward-looking statements. Much of this re-
port is comprised of statements of 
projection. Statements in this report that 
are forward looking include that Com-
merce, or any other company or market will 
perform as expected; that exploration has or 
will discover a mineable deposit;  that Com-
merce will collaborate with the first Rare 
Earth Processing Facility in Canada; that this 
facility will give “nascent mine operations 
off-take agreements“ and “a route to market 
rather than having to sell that product to 
China“; that SRC‘s facility will likely be first to 
come online, slated to be operational in late 
2024; that SRC is already looking for ad-
equate sources to feed its Rare Earth Process-
ing Facility; that the rare earth element (REE) 
market has experienced impressive and un-
precedented growth over the past couple 
years, and it is expected to continue that 
growth in the coming few years; that for the 
REE industry, the key to success will come 
from the development and security of its 
own independent supply chains; that with 
the massive demand required in the coming 
years, many REE mines will need to begin 
production in order to meet the need and 
create a secure supply beginning from the 
upstream portion of the supply chain; that 
the annual demand for rare-earth metals is 
projected to at least double by 2030; that 
SRC is providing rare earth producers with a 
potential route to market; that SRC’s 
Monazite Processing Unit will process the 
ore and produce mixed rare earth, and be 
operational in early 2023, and that the 
second phase, which includes a Separation 
Unit and a Metals Unit that will produce rare 
earth metals, a key ingredient used to manu-
facture permanent magnets, and that these 
will be operational in early 2024; that the pro-

cessing facility, once up and running, will 
process minerals mined in Saskatchewan, 
other places in Canada and across North 
America; that SRC will work with the mining 
industry to secure this feed stock from across 
Saskatchewan, Canada and internationally; 
that SRC’s Rare Earth Processing Facility is go-
ing to be a catalystfor the growth of this in-
dustry sector, and that there are a lot of 
opportunities for collaborations in terms of 
the expansion of the existing facility; that this 
Facility will allow for an environmentally sus-
tainable, reliable, and strategic supply of 
REEs to be produced outside of China; that 
once everything is completed it will be the 
first facility of its kind in Canada and likely to 
be the first facility of its kind operational in 
North America as a fully integrated rare earth 
facility; that there is 10 to 20 times uplift in 
value if we as Canadians not only mine these 
rare earths but process them and refine 
them for domestic and export sale; that the 
midstream facility will be sourcing monazite 
mainly from Brazil, but SRC is looking at Eur-
ope, Africa and Southeast Asia as other 
sources of monazite;  that when Canadian 
mines come online, they will have a route to 
market for their product, other than just sell-
ing the ore on the international market; that 
the fully integrated, three-stage Rare Earth 
Processing Facility will be the first-of-its-kind 
in North America and will be producing REE 
products for sale in the international market 
in 2024; that SRC’s metal smelting operation 
aims to have the highest safety standards, to 
be energy efficient, and to achieve con-
sistent product quality control and as much 
automation, as possible; that to minimize the 
risk for the environment, the plant will be de-
signed to have zero liquid discharge, which 
means that there will be no solution waste 
streams that are released into the environ-
ment. Such statements involve known and 
unknown risks, uncertainties and other 
factors that may cause actual results or 
events to differ materially from those an-
ticipated in these forward-looking state-
ments. There can be no assurance that 
such statements will prove to be accurate, 
as actual results and future events could 
differ materially from those anticipated in 
such statements. Risks and uncertainties 
include: The receipt of all necessary approv-
als for commercial mining; the ability to find 
sufficient mineralization to mine; uncer-
tainty of future production, uncertain capital 
expenditures and other costs; financing and 
additional capital requirements for explora-
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tion, development and construction of a 
mine may not be available at reasonable cost 
or at all; mineral grades and quantities on the 
projects may not be as high as expected; 
samples found to date and historical drilling 
may not be indicative of any further poten-
tial on the properties; that mineralization en-
countered with drilling will be uneconomic; 
that the targeted prospects can not be 
reached; substitute minerals may be found 
to work effectively in place of fluorspar for 
many industries; the receipt in a timely fash-
ion of further permitting; legislative, political, 
social or economic developments in the 
jurisdictions in which Saville and Commerce 
carry on business may hinder progress; there 
may be no agreement with neighbors, part-
ners or government on developing infra-
structure; operating or technical difficulties 
or cost increases in connection with mining 
or development activities; the ability to keep 
key employees and operations financed; 
what appear at first to be similarities with 
operating mines and projects may not be 
substantially similar; share prices of these 
companies may fall as a result of many fac-
tors, including those listed here and others 
listed in the companies’ and other mining 
exploration company disclosure; and the re-
source prices available when the resource is 
mined may not be sufficient to mine eco-
nomically. Accordingly, readers should not 
place undue reliance on forward-looking 
information. Rockstone and the author of 
this report do not undertake any obligation 
to update any statements made in this re-
port except as required by law.

DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST AND 
ADVISORY CAUTIONS 

Nothing in this report should be construed 
as a solicitation to buy or sell any securities 
mentioned. Rockstone, its owners and the 
author of this report are not registered brok-
er-dealers or financial advisors. Before in-
vesting in any securities, you should consult 
with your financial advisor and a registered 
broker-dealer. Never make an investment 
based solely on what you read in an online 
or printed report, including Rockstone’s re-
port, especially if the investment involves a 
small, thinly-traded company that isn’t well 
known. The author of this report is paid 
by Zimtu Capital, a TSX Venture Exchange 
listed investment company. Part of the 
author’s responsibilities at Zimtu Capital 
is to research and report on companies in 

which Zimtu Capital has an investment. So 
while the author of this report is not paid 
directly by Commerce Resources Corp., the 
author’s employer Zimtu Capital will benefit 
from appreciation of Commerce Resources’ 
stock prices. The author also owns equity 
of Commerce Resources Corp., as well as 
of Zimtu Capital Corp., and thus will also 
benefit from volume and price appre-
ciation of those stocks. Commerce pays 
Zimtu to provide this report and other in-
vestor awareness services. As per news-re-
lease on  June 20, 2023: “Zimtu Capital 
Corp. (TSXv:ZC)(FSE:ZCT1) (the “Company” 
or “Zimtu”) announces it has signed an 
extension agreement with Commerce Re-
sources Corp. (TSX.V:CCE) [...] to provide its 
ZimtuADVANTAGE program (https://www.
zimtu.com/zimtu-advantage/). Zimtu will 
receive $150,000 [...] for the duration of [a] 
one-year contract.“ Overall, multiple con-
flicts of interests exist. Therefore, the in-
formation provided in this report should 
not be construed as a financial analysis or 
recommendation but as an advertisement. 
In some cases, the companies the author 
features have one or more common direc-
tors with Zimtu Capital. Rockstone’s and the 
author’s views and opinions regarding the 
companies that are featured in the reports 
are the author‘s own views and are based 
on information that was received or found 
in the public domain, which is assumed to 
be reliable. Rockstone and the author have 
not undertaken independent due diligence 
of the information received or found in the 
public domain. Rockstone and the author 
of this report do not guarantee the accur-
acy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
content of this report, nor its fitness for any 
particular purpose. Lastly, Rockstone and 
the author do not guarantee that any of the 
companies mentioned in the reports will 
perform as expected, and any comparisons 
that were made to other companies may 
not be valid or come into effect. Please read 
the entire Disclaimer carefully. If you do not 
agree to all of the Disclaimer, do not access 
this website or any of its pages including this 
report in form of a PDF. By using this website 
and/or report, and whether or not you ac-
tually read the Disclaimer, you are deemed 
to have accepted it. Information provided 
is educational and general in nature. Data, 
tables, figures and pictures, if not labeled or 
hyperlinked otherwise, have been obtained 
from Stockwatch.com, Commerce Resour-
ces Corp. and the public domain.
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Rockstone Research is specialized in capi-
tal markets and publicly listed companies. 
The focus is set on exploration, develop-
ment, and production of resource deposits, 
as well as technology ventures. Through the 
publication of basic geological, technolog-
ical, and stock market knowledge, the indi-
vidual company and sector reports receive 
a background in order for the reader to be 
inspired to conduct further due diligence 
and to consult with a financial advisor. 

All Rockstone reports are being made 
accessible free of charge, whereas it is 
always to be construed as non-binding 
research addressed solely to a readership 
that is knowledgeable about the risks, 
experienced with stock markets, and acting 
on one’s own responsibility. 
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www.rockstone-research.com
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